Primeval History
Genesis 1-11 Q. What do we learn about God as creator from the revelation to Israel?
A. We learn that there is one God, the Father Almighty, creator of heaven and earth, of all that is, seen and unseen.
Q. What does this mean?
A. This means that the universe is good, that it is the work of a single loving God who creates, sustains, and directs it.
-Book of Common Prayer

A GOD-CENTERED FOCUS ON CREATION
There are two accounts of creation. They are different, yet harmonious and complimentary.
Only through the lens of God's revelation can we understand the special significance of human beings.
God Makes a Home for Man (Gen. 1:1-2:3)
 More Poetic --The account is schematized and symmetrical  Fiat Creation --"And God said..."  Portrays God as ruler, by whose command the world comes into being. God stands apart and over the creation as Creator-King. Portrays man as appointed Steward.
Linguistic Symmetry
 repetition & balance creates sense of the harmony of creation  structure creates emphasis on days 4, 6, and 7
 The Fourth Day
 introduction of governance  The Sixth Day  climax of creation  "in the likeness and image of God" vs. "according to kind"  ordained to be rulers over all creation  mankind is declared "very good".
 The Seventh Day
 Distinctive day --the only day God consecrates  The day of rest  "good" => "very good" => "holy"
Schematic Symmetry
 "The sequence of the days reveals the orderliness of creation, rather than the order of creative events." 
Conclusion
 Genesis 1&2 has a theological focus rather than a scientific focus.  Yahweh is the Creator God and has a special interest in mankind.  It reveals God as the God of order and concern.  The Creator delights in creation, declaring it good and very good.  He is Holy and created a special Holy Day.
polemic-a disputation or argument made against another way of looking at the world. The rule of God on Earth is mediated personally through the Messiah. The proto-evangelium or the "First Gospel" is found in Gen. 3:15. It is the promise of the "seed" of the woman who will crush evil.
The Creator and Man The Image of God
According to Genesis man and woman are made from the "dust of the ground" but are granted life by the "breath of God". God has created humans, male and female, in the "image and likeness" of God. See Richard Pratt's, Designed for Dignity.
This means that humans possess a royal dignity. The outworking of God's gift of his image and likeness is a charge to be stewards of the creation, to be accountable to the King of Creation (commandments given), to communicate, to affect things, to show power, and to care. In this way, humans reflect the Glory of the Creator.
The Hope of Humanity
"In the dynamic tension between the event of creation and its purpose lies the human factor of possibility." 2 While the creation was declared good, it merely constitutes the beginning of the story. There is a sense that "good" even "very good" does not indicate "perfection" but suitable for the purposes of God. The Garden of Eden is land to be tended; it is filled with possibilities. The cultural mandate to rule and fill the earth press the story forward.
THE GENERATIONS FROM ADAM TO TERAH
The Toledot Formula "this is the account of" (Hebrew: toledot) is used ten times in the book of Genesis revealing the literary structure of the book.
The TOLEDOT formula occurs five times from Adam to Abraham and five times from Abraham to Israel in Egypt.
The structure reveals that Israel has a common ancestry in Adam with all of the nations. Therefore, Israel shares a common history of grace, rebellion, and revolution. The Toledot structure reveals God's gracious election of particular families to be the progressive means of redemption for the human race. 
The Genealogies Link
Jesus and the Kingdom
A World of Revolution
The contrast of the beginning (creation) and the end (the Tower of Babel) indicates that something radically wrong has happened to creation.
 "Let us make man" vs. "Let us make...bake...build...make a name for ourselves..."  God's command to fill the earth vs. the unity and consolidation of the people of Babel.  A family unit in fellowship with God vs. community in rebellion.  The world of harmony and order vs. world of confusion.
A World of God's Control
The literary development of Genesis 2-11 "traces the continuity of God's blessing on human beings (even in their rebellion!) and the particular of God's blessing on individuals and their families.
The Gospel of Matthew
The Author: Matthew a Jewish Tax Collector 
Recipients 3 :
Many elements point to Jewish readership: 1. Matthew's concern with fulfillment of the OT (he has more quotations from and allusions to the OT than any other NT author); his tracing of Jesus' descent from Abraham (1:1-17) 2. His lack of explanation of Jewish customs (especially in contrast to Mark); 3. His use of Jewish terminology (e.g., "kingdom of heaven,"
where "heaven" reveals the Jewish reverential reluctance to use the name of God; see note on 3:2); 4. His emphasis on Jesus' role as "Son of David" (1:1; 9:27; 12:23; 15:22; [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] 21:9, 15; 
